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Problem Statement
Setting:

• Deterministic system

• State of the system at time t: xt ! Rk

• Some attractor of interest A " Rk of dimension d
• Observation function: s : Rk # R
• Time series: {st = s(xt)}

Goal: Find a projection from the time series to some
reconstruction space such that the dynamics of the
underlying system are preserved.



Dimensionality

What do we mean by an attractor of dimension d?
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Dimensionality

What do we mean by an attractor of dimension d?

log 9
log 3 = 2



Dimensionality

What do we mean by an attractor of dimension d?



Dimensionality

What do we mean by an attractor of dimension d?

log 27
log 3 = 3



Dimensionality

What do we mean by an attractor of dimension d?

log 3
log 2 ! 1.585



Dimensionality

What do we mean by an attractor of dimension d?

d ! 2.66



d ! 2.64

Dimensionality



Time-Delay Vector

Define the time-delay vector at time t as

st = (st, st!! , st!2! , . . . , st!(m!1)! ),

where ! is the delay time and m is the dimension.



Embeddings
• This constitutes a map from Rk ! Rm.

• Call Rm the reconstruction space.

• An embedding is a map from the attractor A
into reconstruction space Rm that is one-to-one
and preserves differential information.

• Such a map is a diffeomorphism on A.



Takens’ Theorem (1981)

If A is a d dimensional smooth compact manifold,
then if m > 2d and ! is chosen carefully, then

for almost every smooth function s, the map from Rk

to the time-delay reconstruction is an embedding.
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So in theory, we can easily go from

to

we just need to pick good values for m and ! .

m = 5 or m = 7 almost always works.
! can be almost any positive integer.



Noise makes this
much more difficult



Experiment

Collect accelerometer data from a mobile phone
placed in the pocket of a person while they perform

four activities: walking, running, biking, and standing still.
Accelerometer sampled at 40Hz.

Goal is to classify the activity based on the 
accelerometer data.



What the data look like
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What the data look like
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Why is this problem hard?

• Time series data is difficult to deal with in general.

• Previous approaches take hundreds of features: 
frequency responses, massive filter banks, etc.

• Data is non-stationary, so looking at spectrum 
doesn’t really work.

• Periodic orbits aren’t very different between 
activities.



Estimating Parameters

• Goal is to find m and ! such that we obtain a
reconstruction with nice properties.

• m too small, the reconstruction will fold in on
itself. m too large, effects of noise are increased.

• Wrong choice of ! and we run into trouble with
periodic orbits on the attractor.

• Nice = trajectories in the data are well separated
in the reconstruction space.



Spectral Method
Approach:

• Pick large m, then for a range of !s:

– Compute reconstruction of data.

– Perform Principal Components Analysis.

– Plot singular values.

• Inspect singular values to see how the data is
spread out in the reconstruction space.

• Good values for m and ! should become apparent.



Finding good parameters
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Visualization
Walking (! = 9)Biking (! = 7)



Activity Classification
• Use embedding parameters ! = 3, m = 7.

• Train an SVM with a radial basis kernel.
No tuning was done on the parameters,
SVM was used "right out of the box" in R.

• # of samples used:
Activity Training Testing

Walking 1701 1093
Running 1701 882
Biking 1770 1693
Standing 501 989



Results



Results

Actual
Biking Running Standing Walking

P
re
d
ic
te
d Biking 1683 11 0 25

Running 0 804 0 4
Standing 0 1 988 1
Walking 10 66 1 1063

Classification accuracy on test set: 97.44%



Predictive Models

• Models are useful for much more than just 
classification.
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Conclusions

• Method for constructing state space from 
univariate time series data.

• Strong theoretical basis, but noise makes 
things difficult.

• Parameters can be estimated from data.

• Seems to work on our very limited 
experiment.



Future Work

• Better experiments with larger data sets. 

• Multiple data streams.

• Model higher level human behaviours.



Questions?

This work was done in collaboration with 
Keith Bush, Doina Precup, and Shie Mannor.
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Whitney’s Theorem (1936)

Suppose we have n independent measurement
functions, taken simultaneously. If A is a smooth
manifold of dimension d, then if n > 2d, the set
of smooth maps into Rn that are embeddings

of A is an open and dense set in the set
of smooth maps.



Takens’ Theorem (1981)

Define the time-delay vector at time t as
st = (st, st!! , st!2! , . . . , st!(m!1)! ),

where ! is the delay time and m is the dimension.
If A is a d dimensional smooth compact manifold,

then if m > 2d and ! is chosen carefully, then
for almost every smooth function s, the map from Rk

to the time-delay reconstruction is an embedding.



“Embedology”

Sauer et al. (1991) extended the results of 
Whitney and Takens to the case of attractors 

with non-integral dimension.


